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Our 
story

Dear fellow cyclist, 

A spark can start a great fire. 

That is what Ere stands for: light the fire, keep it burning and spread the 
joy about cycling. With state-of-the-art technology and high-quality pro-
ducts, we ensure that your next bike ride is the best one. Our products 
are made by cyclists, for cyclists. We love to share our passion and put 
every ounce of that passion into our range.  

Our range of cycling gear includes high-end wheels, tyres, bar tape, 
saddles and bike accessories for road and gravel bikes. By continuing to 
innovate and taking new initiatives, our products are made to enhance 
and expand your riding experience.  

In this catalogue, you’ll find everything about Ere and our products: info 
about our different product lines, what technologies we use and a com-
plete overview of the range. With this, we hope to inspire you to seek out 
the best adventures, push your limits or just enjoy being outside riding 
your bike.  

Keep riding, 

Team Ere  
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PERFORMANCE
RACING
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For who.
For all the riders who want the best perfor-
mance, shatter personal records and live 
for speed, we offer our Performance Racing 
collection. When you are ready to race, you 
need reliability, endurance and straightfor-
ward performance. You need Genus. 

Genus wheels, tyres and bar tape are made 
for full-on racing and performance excellen-
ce. They won’t slow you down. They make 
sure you are as fast as you can go.  

We began with a focus on performance ra-
cing: in search of the ideal wheel shape, we 
started to develop our own rims and tyres. 
This has resulted in our Genus collection, the 
first wheels and tyres we have made.  

Now, years later, our products have evol-
ved and still offer the best performance and 
technology.  

The first collection was our Genus wheels 
and tyres. .
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WHEELS

Our Genus collection is lightweight and offers the right amount of stiffness you 
need to win. 

Made of carbon and developed together with experts in aerodynamics, Genus 
wheels won’t hold you back. Combine them with a set of Genus tyres and you 
will be unstoppable (well, if you don’t apply the brakes). We’ve teamed up with 
TU Delft to develop the perfect tyre, the Genus CCX, with the new CarbonX® 
material for lower rolling resistance and increased grip and anti-puncture value.  

Our Genus bar tape and saddles are the cherry on the cake with clever 
solutions for comfort without losing speed. 
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GENUS SADDLE
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GENUS BARTAPE
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GRAN
FONDO
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GRAN
FONDO
 

Endurance racers and Gran Fondo riders: get ready 
for a long day in the saddle. With the Gran Fondo 
riders in mind, we offer a collection of wheels, tyres 
and bar tape to keep pedalling.  

When cycling long distances, you need parts that 
can handle anything – from smooth asphalt to 
cobble-stones and gravel. From riding in the sum-
mer sun to battling the wind and the rain in spring or 
autumn. You need Omnia. 

Omnia is ready for anything that comes your way. 
Tyres that offer plenty of grip in all weather conditi-
ons, wheels that will keep you rolling to the finish line 
and bar tape that let you take control of your bike at 
all times. 
With Omnia, you’ll always feel like a pro.

For who.
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OMNIA CLR45 
BLACK.WHITE
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Our Omnia allroad collection is made for everyone who’s 
looking for speed, performance and an occasional gravel 
adventure, without breaking the bank. But don’t let the pri-
ce fool you: we’ve used everything we know to make them 
fast.  

When developing the new Omnia CLR45 wheelset, our 
goal was clear: bring the weight for the set down below 
1.600 grams and at the same time keep the price point of 
the Omnia CL45. The result is a sleek wheelset of 1590 
grams, which is fitted with our latest 12mm thru-axle IONA 
hubs, including the praised SKF bearings. With an internal 
rim measure of 21 mm, you can fit all modern-size road 
tires. You can even take them off-road on a gravel experien-
ce using gravel tires up to 34mm. 

OMNIA CLR45 
BLACK.BLACK
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Handlebar tape is just as important as a good saddle. Omnia bar tape is 
made of classic EVA cork with a logo pattern for everyday use. EVA and 
Gel backing for additional comfort and anti-vibration. We’ve made the 
tape 35mm wide to provide a smoother surface finish. PU Dolce Plugs 
end caps ensure a firm stay-in-place finish.
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GRAVEL

For all the riders who want to go further than the standard roads made of as-
phalt or cobbles, we offer a great gravel collection. Discover unknown paths, 
ride through beautiful landscapes and go where you wouldn’t go with a road 
bike.  

We love gravel and the freedom it represents. No rush, just you and nature. 

A road bike can handle a gravel road once in a while. But if you’re serious 
about graveling, you need wheels you can rely on. You need enough grip to 
round a corner covered in gravel or climb a sandy hill with confidence. You 
need control over your handlebars. You need Tenaci. 

For who.
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GRAVEL
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Our Tenaci series is made for those who want to explore and enjoy unpaved 
roads. We let us get inspired by nature and choose functions, patterns and 
colours accordingly.  

Tenaci wheels can handle any surprises you’ll come across during your gra-
vel rides. They are sturdy, without compromising on aerodynamics, weight or 
stiffness. Go for our Tenaci GX23 if you are looking for performance wheels 
at an affordable price. Or choose the brand new Tenaci GA40 made of car-
bon, the fastest wheels you’ll ever need for your gravel bike. 
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Combine your Tenaci wheels 
with the Tenaci tyres. These 
tyres work perfectly together 
with your wheels and give you 
confidence, wherever you ride. 
They have a fast-rolling tread 
pattern that provides traction 
on varied unfinished surfaces 
and feature bead-to-bead 
Armis 3 flat protection. 
It fends off debris and sidewall 
cuts during your most adven-
turous miles.
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For the perfect control of your bike, we’ve made the unique Tenaci 
Gravel Bar Cover. With these, we combine the drop bar of a road 
bike with the grip of a mountain bike.  

To offer the best grip, we took inspiration from the nature around 
us. The grooves in the ‘Terra’ pattern clear the cover free from 
mud and other dirt that ends up on your handlebars during bad 
weather conditions. This ensures perfect contact with your bike at 
all times and never losing control, no matter how bad the weather 
conditions are. 

We’ve added ‘knuckleheads’ for extra grip. They will keep your 
hands in control of your handlebar and prevent sliding of your 
hands in rainy and muddy circumstances.
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HUBS

To make a wheel spin smooth, you’ll need premium hubs. Our Tenaci, Omnia 
and Genus wheels are fitted with brand-new and 100% in-house designed 
Iona and Panama hubs.  
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Panama

Our brand-new 2:1 spoke ratio Panama hubs come with a 36-star ratchet 
freehub body, ready for Shimano, Campagnolo and Sram. Panama hubs 
are set up with SKF bearings, but they can also be retrofitted with ceramic 
speed bearings.  

The advantage of ratchet hubs is that they engage faster. That way, no 
energy is lost while you race to the finish. 

Because we use our Panama hubs in the lightest wheels in our range, they 
too need to be as light as possible. With only 264 grams for the rear hub and 
131 grams for the front hub, you can be sure that the weight won’t slow you 
down. 
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Iona

For the Iona hubs, we started with a clean slate and a clear goal: to create 
a set of hubs that are bulletproof and will last forever, as long as they are 
properly maintained. 

The new Ere Research Iona hubs do exactly what we had in mind. The 
straight-pull hubset has a low profile and a sturdy design. Its angled flange 
supports the directional torque going through the hub body, so it can take 
any beating. 

Torque 2 absorbs the forces of the disc brake load during braking. When 
force is created on the rear wheel and hub as the cyclist pedals forward, the 
Torque 2 design directs these forces to the part where the material is stron-
gest. That way we can be smart about the amount of material we use. We 
can remove material where it is not needed and add material where it must 
be strong. 

Our new Iona hubs are as light as possible, but without compromising 
strength and reliability. We managed to maintain the structural integrity of 
the hub by creating a thin wall design from very high-quality aluminium. As a 
result, the Iona hub has a weight of only 235 grams for the rear hub and 100 
grams for the front hub. 

Iona hubs come in several variations. There are two rear hub versions. Both 
have 24 holes and either come in a rock solid 4-pawl engagement freehub 
body or with a 36-teeth ratchet freehub body. The front hubs come in either 
a 20- or 24-hole version. The weight of the hub set comes in at 335 grams 
for the pair of hubs.
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Saddle

At Ere we focus on making saddles that serve a true purpose and add value 
to your riding experience. Our experience in saddle-making combined with 
our studies performed in collaboration with top-rated medical universities 
has helped us to create comfortable and innovative saddles solutions for the 
cycling community. With our knowledge and deep understanding of ergono-
mics, we can create solutions that cycling healthy as possible. 
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PRO
DUCTS
OVER
VIEW
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GENUS AE65-R

GENUS AE65II

GENUS CL45R

GENUS CL45II

Rim Ere Aero 65mm Carbon
Hub Panama
Spokes Ere Carbon Aeris
Inner width 21 mm
Weight (set) 1538 gr.

Rim Ere Aero 65mm Carbon
Hub Panama
Spokes Sapim CX Ray
Inner width 21 mm
Weight (set) 1599 gr.

Rim Ere Classic 45mm Carbon
Hub Panama
Spokes Ere Carbon Aeris
Inner width 21 mm
Weight (set) 1339 gr.

Rim Ere Classic 45mm Carbon
Hub Panama
Spokes Sapim CX Ray
Inner width 21 mm
Weight (set) 1376 gr.

Freehub Shimano / XDR / Campa
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GENUS CL45

GENUS AE65

GENUS AE00

Rim Full Carbon 45mm
Hub Genus R1
Spokes Ere Talon Aero 
Inner width 21 mm
Weight (set) 1538 gr.

Rim Full Carbon 65mm
Hub Genus R1
Spokes Ere Talon Aero 
Inner width 21 mm
Weight (set) 1730 gr.

Rim Full Carbon 65mm
Hub Genus R1
Spokes Ere Talon Aero 
Inner width 21 mm
Weight (set) 1300 gr.
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OMNIA CLR45

BLACK/BLACK BLACK/WHITE

Rim Ere Aero 65mm Carbon
Hub Iona - S
Spokes Sapim CX Delta

Inner width 25 mm
Weight (set) 1580  gr.
Freehub Shimano / XDR / Campa

What if you can fit your road 
bike with all-road UCI-approved 
wheels? Our new Omnia CLR45 
are just that: carbon wheels that 
perform very well on the road 
and are strong enough for the 
occasional light gravel adventure.
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TENACI GA40

GLOSS
BLACK/BLACK

GLOSS
BLACK/WHITE

SATIN
BLACK/BLACK

WITH
CLASSIFIED HUB

Rim Ere Aero 65mm Carbon
Hub Iona - S
Spokes Sapim CX Delta
Inner width 25 mm
Weight (set) 1580  gr.
Freehub Shimano / XDR / Campa

The new Tenaci GA40 gravel 
wheels are the fastest wheels 
you’ll ever need for your gravel 
bike. No compromise on either 
materials or design was made to 
make this wheelset a reality.
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TENACI GX23

The new Tenaci GX23 are the 
most reliable and versatile wheels 
for your gravel and travel bike. 
The low profile of the lightweight, 
welded rim with its 26mm in-
ner width delivers an amazingly 
comfortable ride, while at the 
same time keeping the overall 
weight of the wheelset very low 
at 1.640grams.

Rim Ere Alloy 23mm
Hub Iona S
Spokes Sapim CX Leader 
Inner width 23 mm
Weight (set) 1640  gr.
Freehub Shimano / XDR / Campa
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Tyres

In search of the ideal wheel shape, we have started to develop our own rims 
and tyres. Ere’s starting point – tyres that make a difference. Our already 
famous Genus tyre has proven itself in races and is winning National, Euro-
pean, and World Championships. Now four years later, our tyre program is 
maturing, expanding, and evolving into a more comprehensive offering.

We use 3 types of casings: nylon 60TPI and 120TPI and cotton 320TPI. Tyre 
casings are composed of fabric layers encased in rubber and are measured 
in TPI or threads per inch.

The TPI determines the tightness of the weave in the casing. A higher casing 
TPI uses a smaller diameter thread woven into a tight weave, while a lower 
TPI casing uses stronger, thicker threads woven in a more open pattern.

Armis 1 is our lightest layer of protection. It is designed to be flexible and 
light, while offering a good protective guard against penetrations. Armis 1 
enhances the overall flexibility performance of the tyre.
Armis 2 is similar to Armis 1 in its flexibility, but offers even more protection. 
An extra layer has been added to make the tire casing airtight, so that you 
can go fully tubeless.
Armis 3 is used for tyres that need heavy duty protection. With this tyre 
casing you can conquer the elements. It will let you face heavier loads on the 
sidewall while riding on rougher outside surfaces, without having to worry 
about a flat.
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GENUS PRO CL

GENUS CCX GENUS CCR

GENUS PRO CC
Tyre weight  26C / 28C 
Tyre production Handmade  
TPI   320 TPI  
Carcass  Cotton  
Type   Foldable clincher  
Protection  Armis 1    
Colors   Black / Skinwall

Tyre weight  26C / 28C  
TPI   120 TPI  
Carcass  3 layer 
Type   Foldable clincher  
Protection  Armis 1    
Colors   Black / Skinwall

Tyre weight  26C / 28C 
Tyre production Handmade  
TPI   320 TPI  
Carcass  Cotton  
Type   Foldable clincher  
Protection  Armis 1    
Colors   Black / Skinwall

Tyre weight  26C / 28C 
Tyre production Handmade  
TPI   320 TPI  
Carcass  Cotton  
Type   Foldable clincher  
Protection  Armis 1    
Colors   Black / Skinwall
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TENACI CC TLR

TENACI TLR

Intended use  Gravel 
Tyre weight  38C - 410 gram 
Rubber compound HPC / 65a durometer 
TPI   320 TPI  
Carcass  3 layer  
Type   Foldable clincher tyre  
Protection  ere Armis 2  
Tyre bead  Kevlar Bead Cord   
Color   black and skinwall
Sizes   34cc, 38cc, 44cc 

Intended use  Gravel 
Tyre weight  38C - 410 gram 
Rubber compound HPC / 65a durometer 
TPI   120 TPI  
Carcass  3 layer  
Type   Foldable clincher tyre  
Protection  ere Armis 2  
Tyre bead  Kevlar Bead Cord   
Color   black and skinwall
Sizes   34cc, 38cc, 44cc
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Bartape

Intended use  Gravel 
Tyre weight  38C - 410 gram 
Rubber compound HPC / 65a durometer 
TPI   320 TPI  
Carcass  3 layer  
Type   Foldable clincher tyre  
Protection  ere Armis 2  
Tyre bead  Kevlar Bead Cord   
Color   black and skinwall
Sizes   34cc, 38cc, 44cc 

Intended use  Gravel 
Tyre weight  38C - 410 gram 
Rubber compound HPC / 65a durometer 
TPI   120 TPI  
Carcass  3 layer  
Type   Foldable clincher tyre  
Protection  ere Armis 2  
Tyre bead  Kevlar Bead Cord   
Color   black and skinwall
Sizes   34cc, 38cc, 44cc
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Tenaci
This is a totally new product and we are quite sure you’ve never seen this 
before anywhere else. Our new Tenaci Gravel Handlebar covers are all you 
need to upgrade your handlebars. It’ll make you experience your gravel ad-
venture as you have never done before. They are designed to give as many 
pressure-relieved hand positions as possible and are exceptionally suitable 
for long days in the saddle.  

Intended use Gravel Adhesive Yes
Weight 156 gram Technology Smooth Line wrap  
Feel Rubber Layer Triple layer  
Width 35 mm Foam material Double layer Eva Foam
Length 2.000 mm 
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Genus

Intended use Performance road Adhesive Yes
Weight 156 gram Technology Smooth Line wrap  
Feel Microfiber Layer Triple layer  
Width 35 mm Foam material Double layer Eva Foam
Length 2.000 mm 
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Omnia

Explorator

Intended use Granfondo / 
performance 

Adhesive Yes

Weight 146 gram Technology Smooth Line wrap  
Feel Cork Layer Single sheet 
Width 35 mm Foam material Eva Foam  
Length 2.000 mm 

Intended use Expert road /
gravel 

Adhesive Yes

Weight 135 gram Technology Smooth Line wrap  
Feel Rubber Layer Double layer 
Width 35 mm Foam material Eva Foam  
Length 2.000 mm 
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ProClose

PRO CLOSE SEALANT 50ML PRO CLOSE SEALANT 100ML

PRO CLOSE SEALANT 250ML PRO CLOSE SEALANT 500ML

Ere Research’s latest development is a next-generation eco-friendly sealant 
that is the world’s first complete, no-mess, easy-to-use applicator system for 
perfect tubeless set-ups. 
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PRO CLOSE TAPE 21MM PRO CLOSE TAPE 23MM PRO CLOSE TAPE 25MM

ProClose Rim Tape from Ere Research seals every wheel and makes it Tube-
less Ready.

The rim tape is made wide enough to provide an edge-to-edge air seal that 
prevents sealant from creeping out the edge of the rim, as it encloses the 
bead of the tyre as well. At the same time, practical size markings on the 
tape itself help with the correct size. Three different widths are available – 21, 
23 and 25 mm. That makes ProClose Rim Tape suitable for every rim.

One roll contains 10 meters of rim tape – enough to fit four single-layer rims 
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Complementing the Ere Research ProClose line-up: Optimum Tubeless 
Valves. The best tubeless valves on the market. No more issues closing your 
tyres airtight. The full threaded shaft means no issues picking the right length 
for your bike.

The SideFlow technology in the base of the valves will enhance the flow of 
sealant for a mess-free installation. The SideFlow base prevents sealant clog-
ging in the valve and supports faster filling and improved tubeless inflation. 
The tubeless valves are compatible with all tyre inserts.

The tubeless valves are compatible with all Ere Research wheelsets for tube-
less setups. 

OPTIMUM VALVE 50MM OPTIMUM VALVE 60MM OPTIMUM VALVE 70MM 
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BLACK WHITE SILVER

GOLD RED BLUE GREEN

The Dolce barplugs will be the last set of bar plugs you will ever buy. Our 
plugs come in six colors to suit the finish of your bike. Our plugs end with a 
CAP, CNC Alloy Cap. Normally the first thing you loose during travel or just 
on the road is your handlebar end plug or ‘end cap’. We have come up with 
a solution. Our CNC end caps are completed with the Ere Center Plus Loc-
king system, securing the end cap perfectly in the right position and keeping 
them there. The perfect solution for securing your handlebar tape.

Plugs
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Accesoires
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Bottles
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ereresearch.com


